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According to latest figures received by Chas. J.
White, secretary of the
Commercial Club, from
Joe Ely, Paducah, supervisor of the census,
Princeton's population is
now 5,543.
This is an increase of
152 over the number first
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To the Democrats of the First
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THE DEMOCRATS
NAME THE WINNER
Marse Henry Watterson, greatest of all
Kentucky editors, wrote toward the end of
his brilliant career. "The Democratic and Republican parties resemblenothing so much as
two empty whiskey bottles, reposing high on
the top shelf of a disused closet, covered with
cobwebs and dust", or words about like those.
He meant, among other things, that
there wasn't much difference between the
parties, that party labels no longer stood for
the distinguishing tenents which marked
them in their more virile days.
Now the Republicans cut the pattern by
naming a man as their presidential candidate
who was a Democrat all his life until two
years ago and the Democrats nominate an
erstwhile Republican for Vice President.
Roosevelt and Wallace will win.
Wall Street and the big town bookmakers
say so; the political news writers who follow
the game year in and year out are almost
unanimous on the outcome, tho many of them
express their real opinions only off the record.
It is highly improbable that two more
personally attractive individuals than Franklin P. Roosevelt and Wendell L. Willkie ever
contested for this honor before and the
campaign should be a hum-dinger, altho the
President said last Thursday night press of
affairs due to the European war will prevent
his making the usual kind of campaign.
What the Republicans might do to improve conditions at home and abroad is
largely problematical, for they never have
Worked out a program that anybody can
understand. Having seen Willkie (in a movie
which he ran away with) and heard him on
the radio, this country editor is of the opinion
he would make a good President. Since he is
a comparatively young man, perhaps he will
get another chance. This time the cards are
stacked for Roosevelt.
•
"THE MOTHER COUNTRY?"
18 history to repeat itself—again?
Nlos,tettnents by various organizations to
bring to the 'United States from Great Britain children who now face death under Hitler's guns recall that a great part of the early
settlers of this country fled from the same
British Isles in search of santuary in the then
New World.
These pilgrims were threatened with
death in their own day by political and religious persecutors, just as these helpless
Iittle folk are menaced today. They found
safety here, for the most part, and here they
remained, instead of coming over for the duration of the war.
True, these pioneers found the Indians
when they arrived. The red men were happy,
no doubt. The carping critic May point out
that the first whites soon drove the original
inhabitants from their own properties and
took them. That was inevitable, It was progress. Our nation has been built by progressive effort.
There is no danger that the children who
may now be welcomed to the United States

Men's outter garments may be more
colorful next season, according to those who
have to worry about such things. The boys
will keep on until they achieve equal rights
with women—maybe.
•
WPA announces at Washington that,
in effort to find the "average American child",
it measured 147,088 youngsters and not discovering even one announcnes with equal
solemnity that there is no such thing.
Shucks! We'll bet a pair of celluoid ear muffs
that a hundred average American children
can be found right in this town. The only
difficulty is, the WPA sherlocks didn't study
our young hopefuls.
•
More than 22,000 women over the
country, under WPA tutelage, have been
teaching household workers some vital necessities, among them, which spoon to use
with the soup and where to put it. When we
face a good bowl of soup, any old epoon'll do—
and we k,now exactly where to put it.
•
Newspapers are giving a lot of posthumous publicity to Dr: Mic,hael Nostradamus,
country physician of the Sixteenth century
who lived in France. The good doctor prophesied that England would last 300 years,
and foretold the challenge of Hitlerism. One
part of his writing epitomized the abdication
of King Edward VIII and the succession of
George VI. If stories are true, Nostradamus'
foresight was as accurate as his hindsight,
a quality which would be most valuable to
the distressed world at this juncture.
•
The palpitating multitudes are informed
that the Egyptian government has reburied
King Tut-ankh Amen, boy Pharoah whose
resting place was dug up in 1922. Three
coffins were used the last time, one of gold,
to insure him peace during the rage of wars.
Since Tut has been dead thousands of years,
it will do him a world of good to be so safely
interred at last. But suppose the vandals hear
about that coffin of gold?
•
When this writer was a youngster the
name Rockefeller meant so many bad things
that the epithets are almost too fearful to
contemplate. It is not likely that these backhanded encomiums were deserved. John D.
tho elder, died full of honor. He gave many
of his millions to help the human race. His
name will lead the list in many parts of the
world. His son, "Young John D.," from boyhood has been a supreme figure in religious
and charity movements. He has a staff of
people to study ways of doing more good. His
benefactions are in the milliona of dollars.
"Young John D." has four sons, and every
one is a real chip from the old tree. All are
rapidly assuming places comparative to that
of their forebears in helping others to help
themselves.
•
A New York friend writes the editor:
"0::
- o of my duties is to read every metropolitan daily paper. I have long been interested in the fact that a Kentuckian rarely is
mentioned as under arrest here, or even in
any sort of court case. Mention of Kentuckians is on the whole complimentary." Are
our Kentuckians good whil6 they are in New
York—or just lucky?
•
Judging from the sights against the sun,
architecture of the Feminine Form Divine
changes but little.
A man died in New York the other day
who gained international fame because he
could tie perfectly an Ascot scarf. He had
knotted cravats for bridegrooms and ushers
as fashionable weddings for 27 years, and it
is solemnly declared no other man's skill ever
paralleled his. Among those for whom he
folded this old "English" favorite tie are
Elliott. James and John Roosevelt, Astors,
Rockefellers, Morgans, Wanamakers, et al.
Who will succeed him in this,narrowed profession had not been announced up to the
time our press started.

a'

1933, after first inauguration . ..

1936, as his seecind term starts ...

PEN NYRILE POSTSCRIPS
Some

of the Hitler-inspired war

By G. M. P.

are among Kentucky's best and their
papers do credit, always, to the craft

hysteria is subsiding; and adults are
being stirred by groups of Young folk

and to thcir high personal atandards.

such as that which visited the Princeton Kiwanis Club last week as mem-

PM, new daily tabloid newspaper

•

IMO, on his 58th birthday

WASHINGTO
DAY BOOK
By JACK S'IINNETI
Washington—Leaves from a
Chicago diary:

Youth Crusade of the

Published in Brooklyn, is distinguished

Be sure to notify Wall

Methodist Church. So long as we have

by its slogan: "We Sell No Advertising". A good many publishers are
waiting to see how this will work, :or
there are those among us who have

the bookies that the odds

bers of the

boys and girls like these, the USA cannot succumb to outside menaces. •
•
Kelsey Cummins, our good friend, is
a feller of rare parts. Flattered the
Pennyriler the other day by inviting
him to play tennis on his new court,
at the rear of his new home ... flow
about a "Tennis Shower" for Kelsey?
I would gladly participate in such a
party; but among the things I know
mighty well are beyond me, Is wielding
a tennis racquet!
•

Joe Richardson, who runs the excellent Glasgow Times, as did his
Daddy before him in highly commendable manner, has a hobby . . . Mammoth Cave. Which is a good thing for
Joe and better for Kentucky's greatest
tourist attraction (potentially).
•
And did you know that approximately four times as many persons
go to Faraway Farm, near Lexington.
each year to see Man 0' War as take
any of the several Mammoth Cave
tours? Of course, the great racehorse
has had a jillion dollars' worth of
Publicity, mostly :ree, whereas Mammoth Cave has been behind the 8-ball
for 100 years beiause Kentucky was
known as the detour state."
•
Good many stay-at-home Democrats in Kentucky got a tremendous
kick out of hearing Gov. Keen Johnson cast this state's 22 votes for President Roosevelt last Wednesday night.
To friends, the Governor's voice was
easily recognizable.
•
The Leadvr apologizes to Miss Jane
Pepper for publishing a picture of the
burning oil truck without proper
credit line. This was due to confusion
still existing in our shop after a number of mechanical cha.nges. Miss Pepper's generosity in sending us this
excellent news picture is greatly appreciated.
•
Two Kentucky newspapers are due
heartiest congratulations upon splendid special editions, replete with features and pictures, published last week,
the Danville Advocate-Messenger celebrating that paper's 75th
anniversary,
and the Providence Enterprise, inviting attention to that city's centennial celebration, last Thursday and
Friday. Editors Curtis Alcock, Danville, and LaMarr Bradley, Providence,

,

•
In the case of the Leader latterly,
more advertising has been sold than
we could get into the paper ... to the
almost unbearable pain of the
Pennyriler, who pays the bill., down

.1 oder

They are not wonderful odds,
are an edge. They's 7 to 5.
Here's how. Of the 18 mm
been nominated in Windy

ventions, 10 have teen b:own
to the White House by Nor,
lotLng. The first was Abe
1860, when managers for
Abe packed the galleries of
Wigwam (which looked like
sized pit for cockfights)! ant

here!

Leader got a ;weak last week when
we were able to scoop all the papers
in this field, including the big dallies,
with the news of FDR's nomination
for a third term . . . This is the sort
of news service Princeton and environs could have if conditions justified publication here of a small daily
newspaper. We hope, we hope.
•

.11

the desire to get out the best newspaper possible and have no real interest in advertising except that it is
necessary to make the payroll.

on the Democrats to remain in

than anythi
years.
"No woma
tan from th
Delafleld's ad
cause sun d
ing In writs
any woman
who sun-tan
get
to
anyone
for
possible
k
of three years
much of the sun's rays,
If you stil
, and there are thin-skin
beauties and red-haired to sun only
who simply cannot take on your bac
front each
ht..
's a case of some folk being day stay ou
to sunshine," says Ann light. Wear
eld, a New York beauty di- a gay para
She thinks sun has caused looking boa
damage to American beauty even the col
CLARK
Vesture Service Writer
-tan
really isn't smart to sun
ass.
say
only do the doctors
but the beauty experts
ads year. Too much tan

•
There is a limit to the proportion
of advertising with relation to news
matter a newspaper that is trying to
deal fairly with its readers may print.
The Leader is committed to the principle that NEWS comes first, that only
In such circumstances will we have an
advertising medium of real value.
•
Plea of rush here at the Leader gave
me an alibi which averted a thorough
trimming on the golf course at the
hands of Tim Pedley, III, an off-side
cadet at your Uncle Sam's military
academy, West Point, N. Y. This oversized young nephew was laying for
me, as George Eldred and Gus Kortrect will testify.
•
Do you like local pictures in the
Leader? Then why not bring us a good
one now and then? Sometimes they
don't turn out well, in cuts, like the
one we ran of the Youth Crusaders a
coupla weeks back; but even so, we'll
take a chance .. and stand the cost
of the cuts too. Babies, brides and
lovely ladies rank tops. Horror pictures
of automobile accidents serve a purpose in showing what might happen
to any of us.
•
Burns Powell, the Leader's new
front office hand, is already a Princeton booster. This likely young feller
told me at the end W.' his third week
in town he never had met so
many
nice folks in so short a time; was delighted with the cordial reception he
got everywhere, in his news and ad
gathering rounds.
•
Said embroynic Watterson labored
under two very considerable handicaps: He was a stranger to
everybody
here, excepting Ed Blackburn, a
school-mate at Murray College; and
his wife kept hirn awake nights with
an infected wisdom tooth. Still, he
contributed materially to the Leader
news and advertising volume.
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WS INUEL5113 OF),—at Negro
would 1.10 added to the book of
saints it prayers of the Interracial Council of Los Angeles are
answered The council hopes for
canonization of Martin de Purred,
a Dominic:an lay brother, often
called "the- apostle of. charity in
the new wor..141."
:11y Stars!
LOS ANGELES (IP) —Some mystery is attached to an old
American flag with only 13 stars
in the field which a friend gave
to Mrs. Winifred Jones 20 years
ago. The stars are scattered over
the field Instead of being arranged in a circle as decreed by
the Continental Congress.

Louisville, Ky. July 23—As part
of the Kentucky State Fair pro, best harness
gram, the nation'.
horses will make their debut at
the fair this year in a 4-day
meeting of Grand Circuit harness racing.
This is another of the many
A Good Deed
addithIns to the rejuvenated
—From Europe!.
State Fair program, and purses
in excess of $13,500 wili lie given
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$2,000 event at the fair.
The best drivers on the "Roaring Grand" also will be here for
the Louisville inauguration. Included in the long list of expert
reinsmen are "Doc" H. M. ParAlan, Urbana, Ohio, leading race
winning driver of the Nation for
the last 11 years; Harry Fitzpatrick, Houston, Stone, Harry
Short, Cic Flemin3, of Syracuse,

To Leader
Subscribers

adDuring the last two weeks numerous errors incorbeen
dresses of subscribers have, with your aid, have not
rected. It is earnestly requested that if yoularly, you
been receiving your copy of the Leader regu
rmation.
notify this office giviifg all proper,mailing info

3.1`.' Y.
Another innovation will be the
us-a of the McNamara starting
device. This will give more pep
and zing to the program by preventing much delay through
scoring.
New boxes will be erected at
the grandstand and a lounge will
be available for boxholders, Manager Jewell said.

Uncle Sam
Is Reliable

MILWAUKEE (4)—The city
waterworks is complaining that
business is poor. Rains in the first
six months of 1944) reduced lawn
sprinkling so much that waterworks revenues were $65,000
less than for the same period last
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Rainfall's A Washout
For Waterwork's Profits

Compare the tone--the range—the price.
Let your own ears and eyes decide. They'll
convince you. They'll tell you that this
is your radio. They'll say "Buy Now!"

Farmers Creating Jobs
DAVENPORT, Iowa (aP) — A
large increase in the number of
calls from farmers for men to
help with seasonal work has been
reported by the Iwosi State Employment Service. The active file
is
of unemployment applicants
at the lowest point since Decem
ber, 1937, and a shortage of some
skilled workers has developed.
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July is When
Fruits Demand
'Preserve Us!'

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

Could Be!

"'Women In The News

_
Odd Causes of Death All-American

You Can Take Summer Two Ways

SAN FRANCIEw
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VASSALBORA, Me. (iP) — A General Robert E.
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Frankfort,July 24—The U. S.
thickens. Seth frequently.
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-By JOHN SELBY
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He called in the newly-formed Enterprise, and H.
The reader who puts down
strain the heated berries
J. Vel,
John Corbin's "Two Frontiers of agency to be known as the Fish American Legion police. They roll of greenbacks on the
through a sieve and then add
Freedom" without the feeling of and Wildlife Service, it has been gingerly picked up the contrap- walk.
the sugar. Loganberries, black
Vest got the bills.
having had a long journey will anhounced by the Departmen tion and rushed it to the Augusta
or red raspberries can be
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airport.
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URBANA, Ill. (iP) —
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kept by 472 Illinois farm
The agencies dealt with the
have disclosed that the a
Never cook more than 6 to 8 in his new book as unexpected as Important renewable
national
Like all good newspaper men person in that group
cups of prepared fruit or juice it is effective.
last
resources, composed of living
should, Guy T. Viskniskki of the consumed 42 dozen eggs,
Mr. Corbin begins with the unat a time in one pan. More than
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*
Portland
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,
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has a sense pounds of poultry, 86 email
•.
n that we are problems
that is likely to produce a strongin both research and
of humor. When a contemporary pork and 82 gallons of ma
flavored inferior product. Clear at the moment faced with two action policies
and programs were magazine
described his work budgets also showed that
jelly comes from clear juice, so sets of problems, domestic and similar within
the two agencies.
favorably, but referred to the homemaker in the group
•
never squeeze your jelly bag. Let re:reign. At home the focus of our The new
set-up will provide a
homeliness of his face, Visknisk- about 4,692 meals, at a cast al
it drip perfectly dry. If the juice problem is poverty amid plenty, a central agency
t
elli
with coordinated ki
••
wrote: "When you say I look cents each. The food bill per
is a little cloudy, strain it again bitter condition which gnaws policies
and programs for all
i
something like a pelican' you mily was abouf $565, of
or use it up in some jam or butter dourly at the roots of our gov- wildlife.
ernment and our financial (and
grossly libel that masterpiece $338 was furnished by the
mixtures.
Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, chief of
therefore social) structure.
of nature."
and $227 was purchased.
the Biological Survey, will be diAbroad, the center of the Probrector
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of
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in production of wool and mo- of dictatorships .or democracie ii:e Service.
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161,
hair. •
at an alarming rate and by .60d,
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,..
,Acres'
means most of us view with
whole-hearted alarm.
WENONA, fll. (IP)—ImproveIt is Mr. Corbin's further thements on the Bethany Lutheran
sis that these problems also conWord has been received by re- fronted Americans in the years church are being made.from the
Place your Order now for a Memorial to insure erection
latives at Cobb that David Moore, 1'776-1787, years also of "world returns of "God's Acres". Each
by Graveyard Cleaning time. We have in stock
a nice
Medford, Ore., is to be married, war" and "depression." It would farmer member of the church
line of Monuments and Markers. All work guarantee
d.
August 29, at Ashland, Ore., to be evident to a child that there has set aside an acre of his land,
Prices reasonable.
Miss Beverly Young, the wedding is a heightened comp:exity in our revenue from which he gives the
to take place in the Presbyterian situation, and that whatever re- church. Some apartment and
FAMOUS SINCE 1880
church. Mr. Moore is a nephew medies are devised, if any are house owners have donated renMECHANICALLY PREPARED
of Harvey Moore, Princeton, and forth-coming, must be modern tals. As a result, it is hoped the
has other relatives in the county. remedies. There is no use apply- church will be in tiptop shape
for its 50th anniversary in 1942.
Marble and Granite Works
•
*
•
ing leaches when sulfanilamide
A Home Firm with Home Interests
David Porter, Denver. Cob., is is indicated. Yet Mr. Corbin (who
Phone 96
Growers of early potatoes in
Princeton, Ky.
recuperating in a hospital from is no politician playing on sentiInjuries sustained in a motor- mental patriatism and blind res- Laurel county have prospects for
cycle accident. He is a son to Mr. pect) feels that by and large the a good crop. A county coopera\ and Mrs.
tive organization is planning to
M. Porter, of Cobb.
Constitution devised by the
sell the crop on the Louisville
Founding Fathers does point to
QUICK SERVICE
the solution of both problems— market.
though not until we understand
Jefferson county 4-Hers are
the document in the light of the
getting 15 baby beeves ready for
time in which it was created.
Because, Mr. Corbin points out, show and sale at the fall fat
•
the Founding Fathers had a tho- cattle slew in LoulsvWe.
rough-going distrust of demo- riniiiiii
iimilimmutimamuntamaiumninunnetuonsaimmosumunumummonntimitwumuniuliiiilimuilunninimmiutmotutilimmili ,..
cracy, which they believed led to
dictatorship through fields of
chaos and the impotence resulting therefrom. To put it sharply,
they distrusted democracy so definitely that they established a
radically different form of government, what Mr. Corbin calls a
"balanced republic." Our conception of democracy has risen
I wish to announce to the
largely from the misrepresentapublic that, being apparently in better health
and strength, I have
tions of "authorities" who in turn
actively resumed the placing of Life Insurance for the
Metropolitan Life Insurance
have been misapplying the deCompany, with which I have been associated for
38 years.
mocratic concept, he believes.
One of Mr. Corbin's solutions
is a federated Europe, a not impossible solution, he feels, even in
1. ICE REFRIGERATION and ONLY
The lines featured are all
ICE REFRIGERATION preserves
the regular forms in what is known as the
the light of what has happened
foods without loss of their natural flavor.
Ordinary Department, including
contracts for special individual. and Corporate
since May.
needs. Also Accident, and
Accident & Health for the individual.

FLOYD Va. (A')—Dock Dickerson found a big terrapin here
with the initials "W.L.D." carved
on its shell. He is wondering it
this was the work of his brother,
W. Leonard Dickerson, who died
In 1908
a long-handled spoon. Stir
By Mrs. Alexander George
in 1 cup &milli walnuts,
Feature
4/P)
Service Writer
pecans or shredded almonds.
Cook 5 minutes. Pour into
J stands for July, juicy fruits,
sterilized Jars and seal at
jelly and jam-making.
once.
• • •
From market and home garden
come an abundance of luscious
Here is a conserve that makes
berries and fruits to test the met- a delicious dessert when served
tle of the preserve-maker—and to with cream cheese and crackers.
give her a glow of triumph when It's GINGER PEAR PRESERVE
her product turns out just right. —an old-fashioned favorite with
No household larder really is some new-tangled touches. Slice
complete without its shelves of 2 lemons thin, discard the seeds.
appetite - tempting spreads. They Cover the lemon with 3 niches
give plain foods a certain dash rf cold water and simmer
10
and they bring out the flavor of minutes. Mix 6 pounds of sliced
others.
pears with 8 cups of granu:ated
* • •
sugar. Let stand over night, add
PEACH CONSERVE LENOX
the cooked lemon and water and
is a spread of many uses. It
1-3 cup chopped ginger root. Boil
goes deliciously with hot
quickly until the preserves thickbreads, makes a grand puden and become a rich amber
ding topper and is a fine acdoor. Pour into sterilized jars
companiment for roast beef,
and seal.
lamb or chicken, however
• • •
they're cooked. Slice 3 orangNow for BLACKBERRY
es and 1 lemon very thin.
JAM. It was a must in grand(Use an extra sharp knife.)
mother's day — for filling
Discard the seeds. Mix orange
rolls, pies, tarts, cookies and
and lemon slices with 6
jan cake as well as for a
pounds of peeled peaches,
spread on bread, biscuits and
add 10 cups granulated sugar
pancakes. It still is one of
and 2 teaspoons einamon.
the most popular of preLet stand 10 minutes to draw
serves. In addition, it's easy
out the juice. Mix in 1 1-2
to make and the berries usucups chopped seeded raisins
ally are inexpensive. Select
and 1-4 teaspoon salt. Slimberries that are Arm, ripe
mer until the conserve thickand of even size—never use
ens — about an hour over
soft, moldy ones. Wash and
low heat, stir frequently with
measure an equal amount of

Order Now For Graveyard Cleaning

Literary
Guidepost

Biological Survey,
Bureau of Fisheries
Now One Agency
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Refrigerant

4 Reasons Why—

Cold Alone is NOT Enough
2. ONLY REAL ICE banishes food odors
in your refrigerator.
butter, cheese, etc.. retain their natural
aroma.

Your

3. ICE REFRIGERATION supplies plenty
of pure, clear, odorless, tasteless ice for all household purposes. This
is especially important in summer.
4. AN ICE REFRIGERATION is noiseless,
safe, dependable and constant in operation. Steady, safe, even
temperature assures proper care of
foods. And they cost RO little to operate,
too.

Citizens Ice Company
Incorporated
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 362

Some statisticians figure that
the modern woman secretary
must have a knowledge of 8711
miscellaneous duties, 2 50 of
which she performs daily.

A. P. ANTISEPTIC
IS GUARANTEED FOR
Athletes foot
Poison Oak
Red Rues
Inaect bites & 'tinge
Moiquito Bites
Minor cuts & burns
Preveution of boils
Adolescent bump.

Walkers Drug Store

The 38 years experience
makes a background that assures efficiency in
adapting the plan to the
purpose, and to obtaining same with least trouble to
Applicant.

I invite the patronage
of those who wish to observe the best interl
,
t of
themselves, their business
affairs, and of their dependents and loved ones.
Interview and Advice given
free of obligation.

B. G. HARRINGTON,

ou Also Get Quick*
and Inatcmt C
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AGENT, FIDUCIARY

Phone 295
Princeton. KY.
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Hoosiers Handed
9 to 0 Defeat
By Princeton

EVANSVILLE
Player
Hoepner, 3b
Maser, lb
Peck, 2b
Rebinson, as
Gropp,
Rheinhart, If
Feed, rf
muGrefe, es
mide sos.sible by the
Kell, p-lf _
Nat program of the
Mori°, p
Administration will
ugh
Totals34
Kentucneedy students in
PRINCETON
Princetons Independent baseto
schools
high
•es.and
Al
Player
bailers litterally swamped the
their education by
Swisher, 2b
approxirnatety $457,503
Evansville Lincoln Bakery team,
Pickens, cf
school year,
9 to 0, Sunday in a wild game
•hp 190-41
Perryman, p
salyers, State Youth
featured by the antics of the for3
Stevens, rt
(A') Feature Service
announces.
mer Kitty League bad boy and
If
"
4
Wheeler,
SET
ARD
THE SNAKE-AND-LIZ
clovm, Jim Kell, who attempted
to Kentucky in,
3
C
Little,
to hurl the game.
o; Los Angeles has just held an.,s75 for operation of
5
Dorr, lb
Princeton played heads up ball,
work program in 32
other of it's annual shows in a Cunningham, 3b_ _5
several times catching base runcolleges. while $270,swanky woman's club under the Newby, as
4
ners attempting to take extra
s available for the
33
Total
auspices of the Western Herpebags on hits.
it program in 759
Association. Curious
tological
Hoepner, of Evansville, and
a quart tin can and punching the
ls titroughout the
visitors who didn't know what bottom with fifteen to twenty Swisher, were the big guns, each
'3; allscated to Kenhigh scItols napre- RATItESNAKE FRY was on the program, along with such lively TWO BEAUliez. The one you're "herpetological" meant got a holes made with a six penny nail getting three hits in four atease of 9 percent as events as
shock at the displays of pythons, to make a shaker or may be ap- tempts.
milking a rattler for venom and feeding a 22-foot pylooking at is Dorothy Riopel, and
The game was a big one for the
plied with the fingers, dropping
aith last year, with a
alligators and gila monsters. But
enthe
supper
as
chosen
es
were
thon. Red diamond rattlesnak
who persistently rode
,..ease in college work
the one she's holding is a fine Aubrey Friable (above) liked the a liberal pinch on the bud of each jockeys
the reactions of three snake-eaters, Amy Meplant. Two applications a week Kell, who is well known for his
h are allotted to in- tree. Here you see
that
lizard
specimen of tegu, a
shcw, especially Nip-And-Tuck, apart should give effective con- vicious and smart answers.
n the basis of en- Laugtf.an (left), Patricia and Mary Dant. They aid snake meat
The next game scheduled is
the two-headed snapping turtle. trol."
comes from South America.
tasted like fried chicken.
with Salem, which handed the
c l93'3-40 school year,
locals a 10-5 defeat July 4.
•Jcsy college students
Homemakers club at their meet- Ray Martin, club chairman, had
Score by Innings
part time employwas
which
ing held Monday afternoon at icharge of the meeting,
POlVIEROY, 0. (1P)—Norman Inning
1 2 3 4 5 6 789 R H E
'h the National Youth
to business.
devoted
the home of Mrs. George Tandy.
Arnott found a ring while work- Evs'ville 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7 5
Mon, whit?. 9,762 high
and leaders for the
Officers
Other officers chosen were: ViceBud Worms are one of the most ing in his garden. Checking with Prin'ton 0 6 1 3 0 0 1 0 x 11 113
ieats were similarly
coming year were reelected, inThurs., July 25, 2:00 p. m., Edpresident, Mrs. Jack Davis; sec- eluding Mrs. Martin as chairman; destructive parasites of tobac- the previous property owners, he
Summary: Errors, Dorr 2, NewhosBrown
Wiley
Mrs.
Creek,
dy
surer, Miss Eula Ste- Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell, vice-chair- co and do extensive damage eve- found that the ring was lost 50 by, 1, Maser 2, Gropp, 1, Grefe 2.
retary-trea
tess.
ry year. Control of this pest Is years ago.
American Medical DirecRuns drawn in: Swisher 3, CunFri., July 26, 2:00 p. m., Hop- gar; program chairman, Mrs. Ed man; Miss Lucy Mashburn, secinexpensive; thereningham 3, Perryman, Pickens,
195,104 physicians in its kinsville Road, Mrs. Pat C. Hay- Darnell. Project leaders appoint- retary-treasurer; Ms. H. C. Mc- simple and
imtake
should
aphas
producers
Roosevelt
President
Dorr, Peck ad Maser. Two base
'edition, noting increases don, hostess.
and Mrs. Harold Mc- fore,
and Mrs. Connell
wee
Adams
Mrs
damage
Felix
ed
avoid
war
of
to
pointed three secretaries
hits: Hcepner, Swisher 2, Picnt lead- mediate steps
states and the district Of
Sat.. July 27, 2:00 p. m., Hall, Mrs. Everett Gass home manage- Gowan, home manageme
parathis
by
of their crop done
and three secretaries of the navy. kens and Dorr. Stolen base:
ers; Mrs. Claude Robinson and
Mrs. 3. B. Boitnott, hostess.
F.
J.
site, says County Agent
ment; Mrs. Gentry Mitchell and
Wheeler. Double plays: Robinson,
Mrs. W. P. Crawford, food leadGraham, who continues:
Mrs. George Tandy, clothing.
Peck and Maser. Base on balls
riments with rats indicate
ers. Chosen as clothing leaders
One of the most effective
Plans were made for a club pic- were Mrs. Brad Lacy and Mrs.
off Kell 9, off Hiorio 2. Struck
addition of calcium carmeans of controlling the Bud
nic to be hold August 19 at Hopout: Perryman 9. Earned runs,
ts the diet diminishes the
Guy Shoulders.
Worm is to poison theta with
Mrs. Raymond Stroube was re- son Lake with members of their
Evansville 2, Princeton 7. Left
of harmful lead accumuThe following members were
Retail sales of Oldsmobile sixes on bases:'Evansvi'le 6, Princeton
elected president of the Hopson families as guests of the club. present: Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. corn meal and arsenate of lead,
in the body.
R
days
of
ten
arsenate
the
first
of
for
one
pound
and
eights
using
Monday
the
meeting
at
Present
Claude Robinson, Mrs. Guy
were the following members and Shoulders, Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell, lead to forty or fifty pounds Of of July totaled 5,661 units, an
visitors: Mrs. Stroube, Mrs. Eve- Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, Mrs. P. corn meal. The material should increase of .10 percent over the
The Navajo Indian tribe, nein-'
rett Glass, Mrs. Ed Darnell, Mrs. J. Blackburn, Mrs. Collins Ladd, be mixed throroughly and then corresponding period last year
M. E. Oliver, Mrs. Tandy, Mrs. Mrs. L. B. Sims, Misses Robbie dusted on the bud of each plant when 2,762 cars were sold, ac- bering about 50,000 inhabits 25,Ward Sivels, Mrs. Peck Jones Elms and Lucy M. Mashburn. Mrs in the field, irrespective of cording to a report issued in GOO square miles in northwestern
ed were Mrs. Felix Adams and Thomas Sharpe, Misses Martha whether there is evidence of a Lansing yesterday by D. E. Ral- Ansonia and northwestern New
ston, Oldsmobile's general sales Mexico, an area larger than some
Ssrugha.m. Mrs. M. a Oliver was Mashburn and Nancy Scrugham worm on the plant or not.
states.
This may be applied by taking manager.
enrolled as a new member.
were visitors.
- —

Former Kitty Leaguers Furnish Fun but
Home Team H a s
Whallop

HOMEMAKERS'
SCHEDULE

• (Al —
Ms fann
that the a
t group last
dozen eggs,
try, es pound,
lions of milk.
owed that
the group
Is, at a cost of
food bill per
$565, of
ed by the
purchased.

.00
.00

v. Princeton
v. Louisville

From Princeton
For Children
JULY 28

3:00 a. m.
8:00 p. m.

YOU

Mrs. L. B. Sims and Miss RobMembers of the Crider Homebie Sims were hostesses TuesdaY makers' club elected officers at
afternoon to members of the Ot- their meeting held Wednesday
ter Pond Homemakers' club. Mrs afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Wilson Glenn. Miss Grace Adamson, retiring chairman, was in
charge of the meeting.
GET
Officers chosen: Mrs. Glenn,
president; Mrs. W. P. Spickard,
vice-president; Mrs. Hugh Yates,
secretary-treasurer. Project leaders named were: Mrs. Virgil Coleman and Mrs. Harlan Ennis.
home management; Miss Grace
Adamson and Mrs. Porter Spickard, clothing; Mrs. A. D. McElroy
and Mrs. Press Adamson, foods.
J. F. Graham, county agent
N
MODER
talked to the group regardint;
the aims of the agricultural conservation program and the ways
in which the program affects the

DMS

Saje
load Iheitecijaa
WITH A

Electric REFRIGERATOR

farm family.
Members and visitors present
Included Miss Adamson, Mrs. W.
P. Spickard, Mrs. Charles Myers,
Mrs Virgil Coleman, Mrs. Harlan
Ennis, Mrs. Hugh Yates, and Mrs.
Glenn.

4.75-19 or
6.00-19 SIZE 5.50-17 SIZE
Cash pricos with your old tirs

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
You Also Get Quicker Freezing—More Ice
Cubes and Instant Cube Ejection—Bigger
Storage Space With Unusually Convenient
Arrangement—Longer Life—Amazingly Low
rating Cost—Reduced Purchase Prices.
No matter how hot the weather, your
eats, vegetables, fruifts and dairy products
cze fully protected and keep their nourishing
qualities and natural flavors. There is r.o
waste from spoilage. You save time and
work in preparing meals. You can alwdys
have plenty of ice cubes.
With an eledric refrigerator you can :be
sire of many years of quiet, trouble-free ser"Ice. Operating expense is 33 to 66 per cent
lower—as little as 54 cents a month with the
3-cent electric rate. And today's electric
refrigerators cost only (about half what they
cost ten years ago—yet they're twice as efficient!

Dade Park, July 24—Thoroughbreds are arriving at Dade Park
every day for the Summer meeting, which will be opened Saturday, Aug. 3 and continue 26 days,
ending Labor Day.
More than 400 horses are
quartered in the Dade Park
barns. James C. Ellis, president
of the Dade Park Jockey Club,
is of the opinion the coming
of
meeting bids fair to be one
the most interesting and successheld
ful of any of the 17 sessions
at the tri-state racing strip.

They make good or We do

LAST 'CHANCE
this year at these tow prices1

MARATHON TIRE

99
4.76-19
or
6.00-19
SIZE

G0OD"IE R

and
TOMORROW—see our refrigerators
learn how easily you can own one on convenient terms.

Ice Civany Supper

We Sell WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATORS
See Your Dealer For Other Standard Makes

Harrelson's Lawn

Sat. July 27

405 W. Main

tow

Built to outperform tires sold by
chain stores. and other tires, in
lie price class.

sulf 2

BUY 4

Sitio
6.00-IS
88.95
5.25-17 or 5.50-17
- • 8.90
=10
6.25-16 or 6.50-16
8.15
5.25-18 or 5.10-18
Cosh prices u ith yipsh: old tiro
OTNER SIZES prock,D fit PROPORTION
Whit. siclewoila .1.ghtly sish•e

American YOuth
15.00
American Schools
21.08
American Book Co
1Pr4ztolaton City Schools
107.99
Eldred Hardware
July 1,039-June 30, 1940
10.00
J. E. Egester
EXPENDITURES
657.00
Dudley
638.99
Dalton Crick
Wylie & VcClelland
8 2.15
2.50
Dawson & Gresham
Juanita
75140
354.56
8.14 Domestic Science
Lillie Mukphea_...,,„.„,...
17.90
x72.79 R. C. Stevens
A. C. McClurg &
15.00
Mitchell Bothers...!' 88.95 W. E. Dye
638.07
68.75 Service Ins.
McConnell Electric
73.50
.._5 _ 21.00 State Contest
Joe Morrt8on___
Southwestern Co.
14.95
Beulah Mullins_' '1,018.80
34.75
898.40 Thos. Spickard
Luda Mitchell
2.00
662.40 Chevrolet
Juanita MrNary
1.50
104.00 G. M. Shultz Sr
Miller Bryant
2.40
107.00 Southern Agriculturist__
Geo. Mesker
41.96
7.50 Graham Paper Co.
Ralph McNary
19.53
12.50 Gulf Refining Co.
Mitchell Ctift '
91.64
42.20 So. Bell Telephone
J. F. Morgert.ki";.
1,004.40
1.50 Olive Seaton
F. E. Murphy
1,558.80
896.40 J. E. Sims
'
Eliza Nall
914.40
1,215.00 Vye Smith
D. F. Nesbit've
016.20
37028 Bethel Solomon
Nashville VirtitIlletil
1,000.00
85.16 J. B. Shrewsberry
J. F. Nystiltitti.'"•
19.00
5.40 H. A. Goodwin Jr.
IL Vicit_
169.42
25.00 Gaylord Bros
Kyle Yates '""
8198.40
664.20 Pumella Mrdon
Mrs. J. P. Wylie
925.20
81,38 Audie Green
Young Lumber Co.
896.40
1,0'70.00 Virginia Givens
Kathryn Whitnell
707.40
317.60 Lula Grinter
Woodstock ki°Fiillelvrther
3.75
14.70 L. V. Ottway
W. Ky. <lei" l'"
10.02 Office Equipment Co.__ 248.50
Whitney Teiffitlee
898.40
102.88 Thelma Harvill
:,!
Chas. White"
115.26
19.02 Ray Baker
Willis MuSfec'eto ..
15.00
8.25 Frank Blackburn
Mary Wortitian''' '
1.50
2.05 W. T. Bennett
Western Attto
'3.00
64.34 Sam Buchannon
c. m. Wo tiv.
1143.50
8.10 Beck1q2 Clardy
Woodall 1.6219 AttY
325.00
3.08 H. C. Bolt Co.
L. A.
'
8.00
59.62 Burpes Machine Co
65.84
153.93 Press Blackburn
Reliable Office Co.
338.74
187.19 P. I. Burk
Ruby Lumber Co.
Railway
2.86 Beshears Lumber Co.__ 184.49
1180.00
38.42 Alvin Brandon
Rubank Music_
1,004.40
98.80 Virginia Boston
Remingstbn Rand
614.40
Claud Anderson_,
6.00 Kindall Bryant

Fint4ncial Report
or

Mettle

Puritan Chemical Co.____ 14.31
26.00
C. A. Pepper
2.00
Progressive Farmer
82.00
Paducah Iron Wks
3.18
Princeton Auto Sales
9.92
Princeton Golf Club
Princeton Furniture Co._
2.45
31.1i
Princeton Press
672.78
Reg Parish
Peinceton Lumber Co.__1,320.55
900.00
Sarney Pool
842.40
Elm/Ise Porter
38.28
Central Glass____ _
12.25
County Times
134.64
Chicago Apparatus
10.00
John L. Coomer
187.35
Collegiate Cap & Gown
80.90
Dug Chambliss
99.94
M. L. Cash
Central School Supply Co. 496.93
155.89
City Water Works
742.60
Mayme Curry
587.25
Mary Chambers
1,130.40
K. R. Cummins_
915.40
W. A. Crutchfield
896.40
Louisa Craig
1.139.40
Cliff Cox
22.50
Citizens Ice Co.
200.00
Health Dept.
14.98
N. B. Cameron _____
31.20
Institute Research
14.88
Merchants Service_
Virginia Bodge
1,004.40
13.50
Universal Radio
18.50
Federal Sanitation
_______ 137.00
Euen
35.87
Farr Better
148.41
Folliett Book Co
13.56
Finkels
687.00
N. E. Fralick
First National Bank..__ 14,270.48
Lola Hampton
4177.00
2,040.00
C. A. Horn
186.64
Speight & Hibbs
55.67
Harcourt & Co....
115.30
Ralph Hubert Co
i,004.40
Mrs. McKee Thomson
Twice A Week Leader.... 30.00

Don't miss these
specials for this week
NO LIMIT TO EACH CUSTOMER
GOODS AT LOW PRICES

FINE

QUALITY

WOMEN'S

Just Unpacked and
Cool As A Cucumber!
D3tted Swiss

GIRL'S

Smartalls

GOWNS

Wash Frocks
49c

Sman, sturdy overalls for hard play! I
Gay colors.

Adorable
Styles in fresh,
floral prints. •
Cool!

37c

Pretty and practical-in white
and delicate pastels that are so
simple to keep fresh! Dark
SLUB BROADCLOTH
Shades too.
You':1 want a good supply of
these dresses for quick changes
in hot Vieather! Smartly Styled.
Very nicely trimmed!
Sizes 14 to 52. Low price.
SHEER FROCKS
CHILDREN'S
Close Outs_

803(50 Unblzach Special
36" MUSLIN 5 yards
400 Yards Tubfast

SHEER FABRICS
Childrens (6 & 12)
CHECK DIMITY UNIONS
Boys Cotton

KNIT VESTS All

Sizes

44c

81X108 Color Fast

39c
12c Yd.
10c yd
10c

10C

Boys Cotton
BRIEFS

KNIT

All

15c pr

Sizes

GIRLS PINK and WHITE

Cotton Slips

15c

ONLY!

Sport & Dress Oxfords

Tylilealseluded-Now Reduced
For CLEAN-UP!
Whites-, Two Tones
In Many

°NB BIG GROUP
WHITES
TANS
GREYS
A

MEN'S

k•

a7e

4

,

-

' CLEARANCE
MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S

SUMMER SUITS

1.
REPRICED
Stunly Pala*

AU 49Sizes

$1.77

BROKEN
SIZES
STYLES

FINAL

WASH PANTS

TENNIS SHOES

ISc ea

14
Cool and Serviceable!

MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S

Shoes

''66c

MEN'S

Bathing Trunks
All Sizes

An annual mid-summer automobile tire sale, a long-looked
for event according to J. B. Lester, local Goodyear dealer, coming at a thne when highway
travel is at Its peak and tire
trouble can be dangerous as well
as very inconvenient, is a welcome 10-day opportunity for the
pocketbook of the average car
owner.
"Our sales have been so successful that we are glad to be
able to put on this mid-summer
event again and we are running
the usual advertisement in The
Leader," said Mr. Lester.
"And, whether a car owner has
the cash or not, doesn't make
any particular difference, because
there is a budget or time payment plan available, enabling
him to take advantage of the
sale and pay for the tires at his
convenience.
With highways crowded by vacation travelers from now until
the opening of school this Fall,
there is good reason to look to
tires' safety in advance that accidents may be avoided. Peak of
the accident toll is very likely
to be in the days of heaviest
motoring, Mr. Lester exp:ained.

2.65
Dolph Towery
Bob Towery
1.50
.35
J. B. Lester
72.96
Laurel Book Co.
129.55
Louisville News
2,700.00
Everett Howton_
W. H. Hurt
4.00
LaNeave Sz Son
4.10
40.00
Henry Towery
493.25
Substitute teaching
James Lee
160.03
730.22
Anna Scott King
336.56
Ky Utilities
Mary Lawson
1,004.40
25.56
King Ins. Agency
John White Co
4.22
Elouise Jones
889.00
110000
American Seating
434.62
Jobaer Hardware
China Lou Jones
755.00
L. W. Johnson
1,080.00
RECEIPTS
138.16
Balance
State Per Capita
19,401.65
Vocational
2,7,16.96
Property Tax
21,173.86
459.62
Bank Shares
Franchise.
5,773.91
Poll Tax
885.93
Tuition
940.15
Insurance
25.33
65.00
Other sources
Temporary loans
14,700.00
Total
65,290.57
Expenditures
86,279.16
Balance
21.41
I, H. McGough,Treasurer of the

98C

Used Car
Bargains!

.8 8c ea

ANKLETS Sizes 6 to 10

500

All Sizes

Auto Travel at Peak,
So is Danger to Public

c ea

Children's

Also

WA

49
l

CRINKYE SPREADS
White 11X11
LADIES HANKIES

in box

All Sizes

Blouses

6 to

at,igains!

WOIENS
Mi SE8

PLAIN & FANCY

Summer Tire Sale Broadway Show Festival Feature
Boon to Motorists

37c

High Quality-Low Price!

Stock U4

GIRL'S

Grand for swirls wear!
A tailored classic, with
smooth shoulder yoke,
pearl shank buttons. In
_Fine for School!_
sun colors and white!

Facial Tissues

of Better Duality

37c

Blouses
49c

ea

Rayon Panties
Only

Thursday;'July 24,1

The Prineeton Lender,'Princeton, Kentucky
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TWO CROUPS

at

$6 and HI.
Al! This Season's Fabrics & Styles
-COME MEN SEE THESE

1940 Pontiac 2 doorsSlood Condition $650
1939 Pontiac 4 doorsGood Condition $600
1938 Pontiac 2 doorsGood Condition $415
1936 Chevrolet Pickup-New Tires $285
1932 ChevroletSedanA Bargain
$125
1930 Several Model A
Fords - Prier(' Right
.
•
1W38 :Buick •:kfloors.
$500
1936 Pontiac SedansGoing At
$275
1936 Ford Pickup - A
Real Bargain at $100

Broadway Is being brought to
this year's Dark Tobacco Festival
at Princeton, Ky., in Gus Sun's
Glorified Revue, which is the
eatured attraction for the second

dance and novelty acts. Elaborate scenery and lighting equipnent give the show a brilliant and

spectacular presentation and one
scene particularlf effective is the
big "Hawaiian Nights" number.
night, Friday, August 30.
The Glorified Revue is but one
Produced by Gus Sun, one of
America's foremost producers of of the many outstanding features
mus!cal shows, the Glorified of the 1940 Festival which takes
Revue features a chorus of 12
beautiful and talented girls and
a cast of 35 stage and radio entertainers.
Against the enchanting background of Earle Morse's Swing
Band ad the beautiful ballet
routines of the chorUs under the
direction of Serge Morin, formerly dance master of the Casino de
Puree, Paris, this musical extravanganza presents a veritable
array of musical sets, comedy,

Gregory Announ

Contlnuert trura esp

might say would
not
them. A list of pub
:
Projects such as
Dam, public
buildings and
In west
Kentucky, :or ai
have worked
diligently,Seta,
Jeceasary • . • . they naot
themselves,
My private record
is opti
your closest
investigation. I
always endeavored
to
myself that I might iner&
confidence and esteem
or ryi
lowmen. Since I
have 11&&
distinct honor to
represeni
first district in
Congress f
tried in my personal
and o
life to merit the math
the same confldence.
My deepest
gratitude Pie
to you for the
opportunity
have given me to
observe
have endeavored to
Ilre
this obligation. I will in th.
tore, as in the past, con
every effort of mind and
to help give you
the kin&
government which aiLl ass
all the continuance of
prosperity and contentment
Sincerely
NOBLE J. OR

place August 29 through September 2. Other attractions are:
a nationally known radio show
with 16 popular stars, the mammoth parade of floats and bandS,
outdcor fashion show and beauty
pageant, band concerts, horse
shows, beef cattle shows, folk
music contests, a musical rodeo,
kiddie and pet parade, "Black
Nine Fulton county
Patch" golf tournament, base- harvested, threshed and
siaa
ball game, boxing tournament, canning 118 acres of
flower show, 4-H Club and Home- peas. The yield averaged &
makers exhibits, farm machinery and a half of shelled pew.
Princeton City Board of Educa- exhibit, industrial and commer- acre.
They brought $25 at
tion certify that the above re- cial exposition and three big
returned a net profit of $11
ceipts and disbursements were dances-the Queen's Ball, the
acre.
received by me and leaving a big street dance and the colorful
balance of $21.41 on June 30, barn dance which closes the
Mrs S. A. Harrison, who
1940
festival.
ducted a poultry dem
Hobart McGough, Treasurer.
in Hancock county, sold her
I, J. Myers, do certify that the
Gallatin county farmers are at the end of a 7 1-2
Princeton City Schools has on de- planning to feed quail next winlaying period. The flock a
posit on June 30, 1940 at the ter when normal
sources of feed 106 eggs, and the net profit
First National Bank the sum of are scarce or
the ground covered $103.84.
$21.41.
with snow. Two hundred pounds
J. W. Myers, Cashier,
of cane seed were sowed, and will
Seventy per cent of the
First National Bank.
be let go to seed.
mated 2,600.000 crippled
Subscribed and sworn to before
in the United States atoll
me a notary public in and for
Members of Campbell county age of 15 are males.
the County and State aforesaid homemakers'
clubs engaged in
by H. McGough and J. Myers this
making rugs are planning to hold
Tax revenues from o
the 17th of July, 1940. My coma county show August 5-11. EaCh ag motor vehicles today
mission expires 3-11-42.
club will exhibit two rugs of each the total of federal, state
Chas. McGough,
kind made, including looper c:ip, cal taxes in 1896 when the
Notary Public, Caldwell Co. KY.
hooked, crocheted and knitted. mobile was a sidc twc
--
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YOU'VE ASKED FOR IT!
•

IF II PIA

HERE

IT IS' •
The Bargain Event You've:„Waited For

PRINCETON
SHOE CO'S.

$*

00 A Shoe
$2.00 a pair

Sale!

On 260 Pair

StairBr
d other standard brands of I

Starts Friday, July 27.
Our entire stock of spring and summer
style shoes ... regardless of their former
price ... go in this give-away SALE. We
warn you, come as quickly as posihle for
the best selection. All these shoes vere
You'll find all colors. made by nationally known manufacturers
White - Black - Blue
nd
Am
areeri
tch best shoes in their grade made
:
Brawn - Grey arid
2 Shades of Tan
in

tent Leather,
bite Kid, Blue
erdine, White
ek,
Flat-or High
heels

For Men Too!

2 SPECIAL RACKS

Values to $5.
Yes-we .are including
every tilr of Men's and
Boy's summer shoes we
have in this sale. Made by
Freeman and by,.the,na aker8 of F,tiend:F Ives.
Hurd
oe best
ones get atviiir efi)re you
get here.

$1.
00

$/00 a Shof
Sale
$2.00 a

pair

Whi
Whi

It

-

ate

O'HARA
Motor Co.
Princeton, Ky.

All Sales
Final!

Princeton Shoe Co.
FINE
SHOES-FITTED BY X-RAY

earroormoremmmotessiswesaessesassaseswawaaaaw......................................^ •

1.1.11111.111.1111.140,4100
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky.
MARGUERITE TAYLOR
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Akin,
rs. Claud 0.
the
announced
save
their daughter, Mary
George Pettit, III,

The Merry Miltda held their
initiation services Frilky night,
itglSr 49, at the 'home of Mug
Chrlstin. Wood. Miss Allison
Hearne acted as chairman. After
pledges Were
each member
• ned the
took :p.rad was
resented with Ithreage.
The constitution and By-Laws
were presented by Miss Christine
Wood and Mrs. Wilson Routt.
Object of this organization is
to form a center for social culture and to foster social welfare
projects. The initial effort of Use
Merry Maids will be an ice cream
supper, Saturday night to be held
on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs
Grayson Harralson's home, W.
Main Street.

PHONE SO
•

•

•

•

ly 20. at 8:30 o'clock,
W. Leroy Baker,
Ogden Memorial ,earch, reading the
•rvice. The ceremony
ed tO a setting of
e and green and
[ions and tall graduantis held long cathed-

__Childress

Society. Amusements

•

Party Picnics At
Pennyrile Park

Mrs. George Pettit, III

This Cinder-Block House
Has Corner-Window Lighting

Deaths and
Funerals

At The
Churches

Robert A. Thomas

•

First Christian Church
Robert Addison Thomas, 57
Grady Spiegel, Pastor
years old, died suddenly at his
home on ,North Jefferson Street
You are invited to attend the
Thursday morning, July 18, at
services of the Firs: Christian
6:30 o'cleok. Funeral services
Church at all times.
were held at the residence Friday
Sunday's Services: Bible School
afternoon with the Rev. Grady
9:45 a. m.; Morning Worship with
Church,
Christian
First
Spiegel,
Lord's Supper 10:55; Christian
In charge. Burial was in Cedar
Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.; Peening
by
I Hill Cemetery. He is survived
Worship at 7:30 p. m.; Mid-week
his widow, Mary Thomas. Mr.
Service Wednesday 7:30 p. m.
Tnomas was mail darner on
Princeton, Route 4.
Hollywood Visitor

;We

AP Feature Service
Essentially styled for the small
and growing family, this ultramodern dwelling can "unfold" as
the family's space needs ex
pands.
It is designed for later additions. Another bedroom can be
added economically by extending
the hall ad re-arranging the
closet space of the existing rear
bedroom.

Roy Kennedy

Mrs. Suzanne Shipp, Hollywood, Calif., is visiting tier mother, Mrs. C. J. White, Hopkins%dile St. She reports that her
daughter, Frances Louise, whose
screen and stage name is Fran
English, has enjoyed her experience the last Yette with
George White's Broadway production, which has taken her to
most of the large cities in the
United States,

Roy Kennedy, 47 years old, died
at the Jenny Stuart Hospital,
CARA..
Hopkinsville, Monday' morning,
Employees cr: the Wood Drug
Store and friends went to the
July 22, at 9:44 o'clock, of comPennyrile State Park, Dawson
plications developed from a
Springs, Sunday for an all-day
broken leg and punctured lung
outing and picnic. They were:
received in an automobile acciMrs. Owen Ingram and daughter,
dent near Cobb Thursday, July
Cleo; Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Wood;
18, When he lost control of his
Mr and Mrs. Paul Morgan; Mr.
and the maand Mrs. Fred Stallins; and Mr.
Mrs. J. W. Calloway, Jr., Glas- car in loose gravel
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bishop and
chine skidded off an embank- SELL IT THRU THE LEADER!
and Mrs. R. C. Wood.
children, Tommy and Barbara gow, Kentucky is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. ment.
Miss Eldred Returns
returned last week from ChicaFuneral services were conductBrewer, Princeton.
Sheltie Dale Stone
From Vacation
go where they were guests o: Mrs. Lieutenant Robert Gayle Pet- ed at the home of his parents,
Air-Conditioned
Bishop's parents, Mr. and Mrs. tit, Princeton, left Monday July Mr. and Mrs. Dudd Kennedy,
Mary Wilson Eldred, who has\Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie Stone,
with
afternoon,
Tuesday.
placcles Klaprath.
14, for Ft. Benjamin Harrison; Cobb,
been on a vacation tour since Detroit,announce the birth of a
s
•
*
burial in bffillwood cemetery, near
Ind.
son, Sheltie Dale, July 18 at
July which took her to New OrCobb.
Mr.
James
Annie
Fletcher,
'Mrs.
*
*
•
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit:
Kennedy was spending a vacaleans, Havana, Port Limon, Cos- Mrs. Stone was the former Mist Fletcher, Mrs. Eva Fralick and
/Superintendent Everett How- tion with his parents, having
of
Balderidge
all
Johnnie
Mr.
ta Rico, Panama, Christobal and Lila Kemp, Prineeton.
Princeton, were in St. Louis this ton, Princeton,. has ranted to been employed in a Detroit facTele, Honduras, returned home
Atlanta, Ga., where he and his tory for some years. He is surweek on business.
Vacationists
Spending
Wednesday noon. At Cristobal,
family are spending the summer. vived by a brother, Will Kenne•
•
•
Week at Reelfoot Lake
Mh,s Eldred was the guest of
The Levine Salesman will be He was in Princeton last week dy, Daton, Ohio; and two sisters,
Judge and Mrs. Bunk Gardner,
2 to for a short time, Mrs. Howton and Mrs. Garnett Holland, Cerulean
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Amos with us Friday July 26 from
formerly of Mayfield. Judge
complete line of daughter Mary Lou will return to Springs; and Mrs. Rosaland Newand Miss Mary Lee Jones :eft last 5 P. M. With
Gardner is federal judge of the
& Eliza Nall Atlanta the latter part of next ton, Cobb.
Sunday for Reelfoot Lake wher Fall Dresses.--Sula
week
•
•
•
Canal Zone. At New Orleans she
they are accompanied by Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Durwood Br
visited Mrs. Nettie Feeney, l'orstresham, PrinceRowena
Miss
Dorothy Mitchell, Paducah, for
and daughter, Lois Ann, East St.
with Jaggers Have Son
merly Nettie Gresham, Princeweek
is
spending.
the
ton,
a weeks camping. Mr. Amos conLouis were visiting relatives of
ton, and her daughter, Margaret
H. Hughes, Born Monday Night
templates hurling a few plugs at her sister, Mrs. Bun
Princeton and Caldwell county
June Wallace.
Murray.
the members of the finny tribe.
•
* •
last week end.
The party will return Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Cash Gray, Eddy
Creek, spent Saturday with his have a son, Joe Kelly, born at
Air-Conditioned
the Princeton Hospital Monday
graadmother in Lyon County.
•
•
•
night, July 22. Both mother and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones, child are getting along nicely.
ir'gr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks and Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jaggers is the daughter of
children, Bill and Susanne, and A. L. Jones, Golden Pond, last
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Martin,
Mrs. R. S. Robertson left Wed- week end.
*
* •
Princeton, and was graduated
nesday for Mus,keegan, Michigan.
Mr. Sparks will return in a few /Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadling- frcm Butler High and Western
days. Mrs. Sparks and children ton and daughter Wanda,Prince- State Teachers College. Dr. JagShe was the roughest
1;APLENE
JAMES
and Mrs. Robertson plan to stay ton, left Sunday for camp at gers has been practicing denisttoughest...Sweetest
WestMq
Reelfoot Lake.
old gal in the
for several weeks.
ry in Princeton the last 2 years.
MAY

onta. N. Y.
The bridegroom, who was educated in Princeton, Ky., has been
assistant manager of the Hotel
Oneonta, and managed the Hotel
Maody in Claremont, N. H., from
May, 193'7 to September, 1938,
returning to Claremont in January this year to again assume the
manastrship. The couple are
,making their home at the hot-.l.

done Stambaugh, of
N. Y. daughter of the
d Mrs. D. Stambaugh
Island, Nebr., became
of L. Everett Childress
ont, N. H. son of Mr.
W. W. Childress of
Ky., Saturday morn6, in the parsonage of
sadist church, HenderThe ceremony VVELS
d the couple was unat.
Grand Island, the
nded school in Central
and trained for
New Ycrk Hospital,
City, and in Trudeau
Saranac Lake. She has
oyed as supervisor at
Folks Hospital in One-
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WHO WILL BE PRINCETON'S!
TOBACCO FESTIVAL QUEEN?
-411 ON OUR STAGE
FRIDAY NIGHT

IC BEATH
CEANT

mei

w•-•\

2 SPECIAL RACKS

1.00 • v1.49

TO SELECT PRINCETON'S
TOBACCO FESTIVAL QUEEN
AND FOUR PRINCESSES

s

—featuring-

s.

2.&

air

PRIN'CE'TON'S Mon
uP BEAUTIFUL VIALS

White Kid
White - Brown

SONJA HENIE
"EVERYTHING HAPPENS AT NIGHT"

3oles that Wear

--with---

NOTE!

MEL'S FAIR STORE
1st-bete Your $SS Have More Cents

a

oftetie HERVEY • Una MERK.El
•
%Oen
JENKINS • Warren HYMER
Billy GILBERT
,

Amorist.•

SatO
A
IMILEYIURNETTE
1131IC •'TOREY
MARY LEL
'a 01•••••

LATE SHOW
SAT. NITE - 11 P M
Special
SHOWING

TUE & WED
Ville Ott MN
Otork 'troll—
to ItIloritri
Itto %Wootton
book •••••1

Daring and
1'r-it:MUM Motion
Picture!

RAY MILLAND

No Exchste
:,,
No Refaw

W1NNIDNoGNEIREv- y
AVER 'Brian

harles

of a
ON SCREEN •
(BOTH THURSDAY AND PRIDAY)

Moccasin
Rubber
0

25
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SA
40°
I

—SECOND FEATURE—
-4

A sits

hof

411711/1

The Theatre will be closed Friday afternoon to prepare the
stage setting for this gala show.

ROBT. CUMMINGS

Come, Applaud For Your Favorite!

SINFUL
DAUGHTERS
with tig cast

Adults Only
ADM. 211e

ROY ACUFF and his SMOKIS
MOUNTAIN BOYS — UNCLE
DAVE MACON and son DORRIS, GEORGE DEWEY HAY

ay, JOY 25'
1
•
el'1.)111.14
v.

e
?1,.>/:11011',)/( ,111/J4)H11141 ‘11111t11).1 fltl
- a- -erez.cre
'r':

IAI:
:ifs

Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

'rage Six 1r

1,216 Caldwell
Farmers Receive
$73,291 from AAA

VACATION NIGHTMARES

Rates of Parity Payments Under 1 9 4 0
Program Listed for
State
Caldwell county farmers received wheat payments totaling
$1,1,16.84 and 1,216 farmers quas
lified and received payment
amounting to $73,297.90 for tochts
bacco and wheat adjustan
and for conservation in 1939
County Agent J. F. Graham's re-

JINN

berto
.(1)61TE

cord.; show.
Kentucky farmers growing
wheat corn and cotton are rein
ceiving a total of 5709, 574
parity payments under the 1939
price adjustment program, the
State office of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration announnces.
These parity payments, which
supplement conservation payments of $9,847,597 to farmers of
the State, are made to producers
of one of more of tire three commodities in 91 Kentucky counties.
The total amount includes.county
association expenses connected
with administration of the price
adjustment program.
Parity payments are. being
made to Kentucky producers of
the same three csemmodities in
the 1940 program. To date 7,171
applications for 1940 wheat parity payments have been audited
in the State Agricultural Adjustment Administration office and
forwarded to Washington, and
many of these wheat payments
have been made.
Rates of the parity payments
tinder the 1940 price adjustment
program are: wheat, 10 cents a
bushel; corn, 5 cents a bushel;
and cotton, 1.55 cents a pound.
All payments are based on the
normal yield of each farmer's
allotment under the 1940 Agricultural Conservation program.
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Nine new Radio-Phoho
COrnbtnattons in G-E

Plain
ustion
vs
gAtbryll P.
'
ow

Nine new radio-phonograph whi:e the second
combinations, seven of them of ed in woods Cl
the console type, constitute an found desirable in
important major seetion of the decorating
The cz.b!ne•
complete General Electric ;radio
line for 1041, now being shown high. 11 inches dtt
by the Princet_n Lunmber Co., inches wise, haci
around front ase
here.
Never before has CI-B present- 6 1-2 inch •
ed as many combinations in a and a solid lid, 80
single group, and the nature of it can be .closed
the models points up three trends inch records are Ix
A built-in be
which seem to be increasing in
importance—demand for high- ates the need for
quality radio and phonograph henna connections,
mechanisms in a single instru- cessary leads are
ment without comprising either the chassis for eon
function; acceptance of the con- fleeting to freduan
sole with its wore adequate traslator or teleete
speaker and electrical equipment, ceiver, if desired.
and an earsest effort on the part Six "Feathe
of the manufacturer -to vary tuning keys can
cabinet design and materials to favroite radio
meet permanent schemes in the vision illuminated
nitor circuit, atm
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so
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feel
you
yarns made
Of record-changing and selection lame control are
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stant-speed, self.
highlight the new G-E models
For the still vast market in- motor, automanc
terested in small sets, exclusive also
1
phonograph opers
of battery-operated porta les,
G-E offers two table models, J- tal pick-up.
618 and 111-619, in the $4 to
S.50 price range. Both are alike
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CHUAN

SLEPT ...
a canoe so badly you felt you
were swinging a broom?
eighth

North Dakota Is the
tional
state to adopt a constitu
of
use
ing
prevent
amendment
nobDor
funs
tax
automobile
highway purposes.

at a tennis ball so ineptly you
felt the racquet had no strinqs7

T
YOU WAN
WHAT
FIND
CAN
YOU
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
•
*
•
•

in so many strange beds you
felt your eyes were painted on?

Wildlife Exibit
LETTERS TO I
y For Fairs
THE EDITOR I Read
The Messenger
Every Evening Except Sunday
Madisonville, Ky.

Display of Kentucky
Game to Come Here
For Festival

a vacafloti away and decided
all summer beaux are like Ihis7
each summer and fall. It is regularly shown at the Princeton Tobacco Festival. In September it
is set up at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville for a week's appearance before thousands of
persons. Last year the exhibit
was seen at the state fair by

on our entire Stock of Ladies'S
Dresses
$10.95 Range
$6.50 & $7.95 Range
$3.95 & $4.95 Range
$2.95 Range
$1.95 Range

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

more than 75,000.
Major Brown also stated that
be shown in
24—The wild- the exhibit would
July
t,
Frankfor
July 12, 1940
IN
this season, thereof the Kentucky Di- a large tent
exhibit
life
by making certain that it will be
Mr. Gracean M. Pedley,
OFFICE SUPPLIES
vislon of Game and Fish will
STATIONERY
housed properly at all times
Princeton Leader,,
the
of
nce
appeara
ITERS
first
its
TYPEWR
make
LUGGAGE
from the elements. The tent will
Princeton, Kentucky.
County
Adair
the
FILES
at
STEEL
season
1940
BOOKS
also be a means of quicker setDear Pedley:
Fair, Columbia, July 24, 25, 26, 27,
it happened,
up and be so arranged as
ting
how
know
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SEED
CLEANING
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OUR RADIO PLATFORM

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye, Rye'Grass,
Sweet Clover, Red Clover, Crimson
Clover

We treat Wheat and

Barley for Smut with Ceresan.

Sow Clean Seed
. . . It Pays !

40

TUNE US IN
ON A NEW
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GOLDEN TONE
"ELECTIONEER"
RADIO MODEL...
TOPS IN VALUE—
LOW IN PRICE—
EASY TERMS—
UBERAL ALLOWANCE!

Texas livestock and livestock
products In 1939 yielded a cash
income of $218,713,000, or 84,082,000 less than aggregate income
from agricultural crops.
Abandonment of a 40-year-old
trolley line between Trenton and
Princeton, N. .7., used by thousands of Princeton students for
Saturday night outings, has been
authorized.

For All Eilads of Field Seed, See
•

Cayce -Yost Co.

Princeton Lumber Co.

in
Hopkissavilie

Phone 260

Asked by his landlady how he
learned to eat corn on the cob so
gracefully, a summer boarder explained that he was a piccolo
player.
Travel to the Boulder Darn recreations,: area Is heavier than a
year ago.
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Farm Machina'
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Field Meet Friday
For Poultrymen

Our !Vex V.P. Is A Farmer Classified Ads
Associated Press
No. Matter which party wins in
November, the next Vice President of the United States will be
a former. Here's proof:
• • •
McNary (left) lives on a farm
near Salem, Ore. "Fircone," as he
calls his home, is a community
showplace, has fibert, walnut,
cherry and pear orchards. McNary developed the largest prune
on the market, sells its juice as
a breakfast drink. The 66-yearold Senator from Oregon in 1926
sponsored the McNary - Haugen
bill (vetoed by Coolidge) to subsidize U. S. grain growers to sell
abroad. He has always supported
public electric power--one reason
being to get cheaper electricity
for farmers.
• • •
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AT LAST—AGREEMENT:

GIVE US BOTH
A BREAK—
LISTEN TO OUR
CAMPAIGNS OVER
A NEW GENERAL
ELECTRIC
GOLDEN TONE
"ELECTIONEER"
RADIO MODEL...
PRICED LOW—
EASY TERMS —
TOP ALLOWANCE!

ay los At
toy Chi'

Phone 260

w COOKIES
•

•Early June Peas 3 cans
•

$110

qt. bottle

1. jar

OLIVES

WHEAT 3-4 oz. pkgs. -L UC

Eades APPLES 6th.
MASON .
doz.
JAR CAPS

•JUICE

2 pt. bottles

•
•

For two weeks, Duckhead Overalls for

BLEACH

MEAT lg. No.' can

viib.

Broken lots of Manhattan, Wilson Bros
and Enro Shirts $1.95 to $2.00

Broken lots in Enro and Rauh Shirts
•
$1.50
$115

25c

6 boxes

MATCHES

22e

▪ House TEA

•TOILET SOAP 2 cakes
•

Men's grey and taupe cloth suits,
Shirts and Pants
$169 Suit

15c

lb. 10C

Wash Pants, pre-shrunk, $1.50 to $1.75
$119
Lorraine Seersuckers $3.50
$235
Broken lot of Spring and Summer
Woolen Pants, $3.50 to $3.95
$198

Boy's Polo Shirts 48 cts. for 35 cts.
Boy's Polo Shirts 25 cts. for 19 cts.

Princeton Lumber Co.

lb.

•OYSTERS

•

•FLY SPRAY

9c

pt. can

19c

3 doz.

JAR RINGS
BEANS

5 oz. can

16 oz can

HIS-CO-BITS

box

• BETTER MEAT VALUES

FRUITS AND VEGETA

•MUTTON
•ROAST forequarter lb

LARGE SIZE

8t.

rung Owens

WATERMELONS ea.

•

112

:160 SIZE

MUTTON
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